CANTERBURY BSMNT ELECTRIC

ELECTRICAL PLAN

NOTES & SCHEDULE

- 220V Outlet
- Outlets above Counter Top
- Outlet for Food Waste Disposal
- Outlet for Dishwasher
- Garage Door Opener
- Weather-Proof Duplex Outlet
- 1/2 Switched Outlet
- Duplex Convenience Outlet
- Switch
- 3-Way Switch
- Fan/Light Combo (by owner)
- Recessed Can Fixture
- Wired for Ceiling Fan/ Light Combo - Provide light fixture only
- Provide Ceiling Fan/ Light Combo
- Fluorescent Clip Fixture & Diffuser
- Wall Mount Fluorescent Fixture over bathroom mirror
- Surface Mount Clip Fixture with Compact Fluorescent Lamp
- Wall Mount Incandescent Fixture

Eletrician shall be responsible for local utility and coordinating service hook-up. Hook-up fees will be paid by owner.

All work is to be in accordance with state & local codes. In the event of a conflict between these plans and any applicable code, the code shall prevail.

NOTE: Owner will provide A 200-Amp load center. All breakers, AC disconnect if required (AC is an alternative @), and Pan/ Light Unit in Bath. All of the above items will be installed by the electrician.

NOTE: Owner (Habitat for Humanity - Wisconsin River Area) is a non-profit organization. Do not include sales tax in your bids.

NOTE: Electrician to provide layman's cut sheets for all proposed fixtures & equipment. One copy of all required cut sheets to be included with bid/proposal. Bids/proposals without cut sheets will be considered non-responsive and will not be considered.

See sheet E-2 for fixture allowance and note.